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S U M M A R Y
Inverse geodynamo modelling seeks to estimate the dynamic state of Earth’s core from geo-
magnetic data and the statistical information brought by a prior self-consistent, 3-D numerical
model of the geodynamo. The method rests on the use of least-squares inversions under
constraints and estimates hidden quantities by taking advantage of linear relations and long-
range statistical correlations with the magnetic observations. The data, together with their
error statistics, are provided by geomagnetic field models COV-OBS, gufm-sat-Q3 and CM4,
covering epochs 1840–2010. The prior numerical model is the recently published coupled
Earth dynamo, the output of which presents a high degree of morphological semblance to the
geomagnetic field while reproducing the main features of its secular variation. An analysis
of the inversion misfits to the data shows that the prior model generally accounts well for
the main field and secular variation data within their specified errors, throughout the inves-
tigated time period. Inverted core flows are confirmed to be mainly organized in columns
parallel to the Earth’s rotation axis. A previously observed giant eccentric columnar gyre of
westward-drifting flow is found to be present from epoch 1870 onwards, and its structure is
shown to slowly rotate westwards at a rate up to 0.1◦ yr−1, confirming an earlier prediction
based on direct numerical modelling. Temporal variations in the axisymmetric part of the gyre
accurately account for observed variations of the length of the day in recent epochs. Inverted
magnetic structures support a mechanism of azimuthal flux expulsion by convective columns
to explain the origin of low-latitude magnetic flux patches existing beneath the Atlantic. The
1840–2010 time average of the inverted density anomaly field has a longitudinal hemispheric
structure, with most of the buoyancy in the Eastern hemisphere, consistent with rapid surges
of convective columns imaged in this hemisphere, with earlier proposals of a faster inner core
freezing there, and with a possible east-to-west convective translation of the solid inner core.
The typical timescales of flow variation observed in the inversions are two to three times
shorter than those naturally produced by a direct simulation of the prior model, underlining its
limits in fully rendering the Earth’s core short timescale dynamics.

Key words: Inverse theory; Dynamo: theories and simulations; Rapid time variations.

1 I N T RO D U C T I O N

In the past decades, global, continuous vector measurements
from low orbit satellites have complemented ground-based ob-
servatory measurements to significantly increase our knowl-
edge of Earth’s magnetic field. The available wealth of satel-
lite and observatory data now permits to construct parametrized
field models (recently: Lesur et al. 2010; Olsen et al. 2010;
Finlay et al. 2012; Gillet et al. 2013) specifically targeted at the study
of the convective dynamo operating in Earth’s liquid core, which
is responsible for the magnetic field of internal origin. To that end,
specific strategies include data selection and re-sampling for homo-

geneous spatial coverage, subtraction of estimates for the crustal
and magnetospheric fields prior to modelling (instead of treating
them as sources of error), reduction of the spatial and temporal
regularization to minimal levels compatible with theoretical expec-
tations on core dynamics. Core field models constructed for the last
10 yr are now able to resolve main field and secular variation (main
field rate-of-change) structures with 1500-km lateral extent at the
core–mantle boundary (spherical harmonic degree 13), and with a
temporal resolution on the order of a year. It should be noted though
that degrees 11–13 are more sensitive to modelling and regulariza-
tion choices than lower degrees (Finlay et al. 2012). In connection
with this last point, it is generally quite difficult to provide a reliable
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2 J. Aubert

Table 1. Numerical dynamo models used to produce the inversion priors. The two models
have the same classical fundamental control parameters (Rayleigh, Ekman, Prandtl, magnetic
Prandtl number, inner core and outer core buoyancy heterogeneity amplitudes, amplitude of
gravitational coupling, see Aubert et al. 2013). Presented here are numbers involving several
important timescales of the problem: the magnetic Reynolds number Rm, magnetic Ekman
number Eη and Alfvén number A. Timescales are the magnetic diffusion timescale τη = D2/η

(η is the magnetic diffusivity), core overturn timescale τU = D/U (U is the root mean square
core velocity), inverse rotation rate τ� = 1/� and Alfvén timescale τA = D(ρμ0)1/2/B (ρ,
μ0 and B are, respectively, the core density, vacuum magnetic permeability and typical core
magnetic field).

Rm = τη

τU
Eη = τ�

τη
A = τA

τU
Notes

CE 942 1.2 10−5 0.76 Coupled Earth dynamo (Aubert et al.
2013)

G 982 1.2 10−5 0.87 Thermochemical boundary coupling
is removed from CE to obtain G.

Earth’s core 900–2000 1–3 10−9 1–3 10−2 From values in Aubert et al. (2009,
2013)

specification of model uncertainties through the computation of
posterior model covariance matrices (Lowes & Olsen 2004). A re-
cent strategy (Gillet et al. 2013) attempts to overcome this diffi-
culty by producing an ensemble of models following a stochastic
process defined by a prior time covariance function. Obtaining re-
liable posterior covariance statistics is certainly desirable because
the uncertainty associated with each field coefficient, together with
possible error cross-correlations, can then in principle be properly
accounted for in subsequent geodynamic analyses.

Numerical modelling of core dynamics has recently reached a
stage where it can take advantage of the extra information contained
in these new geomagnetic field models. Systematic parameter space
exploration (Christensen et al. 2010) has revealed that the morphol-
ogy of the output from numerical dynamo simulations can be very
similar to the geomagnetic field if three timescales relevant to core
dynamics are brought in reasonable proportions relative to their
Earth counterparts: the timescales for the advection τU, diffusion
of the magnetic field τ η and the core inverse rotation rate τ� (see
Table 1 for typical ratios in the models and in the core). For mod-
els satisfying this condition, the output secular variation (Lhuillier
et al. 2011b) and acceleration (Christensen et al. 2012) timescales
also compare very favourably between the models and the Earth,
suggesting that the large-scale kinematics and dynamics of the field
are realistically simulated, despite the very unrealistic rendering of
the underlying small-scale fluid flow turbulence (see Christensen
2011 for a review). Until recently however, this success needed to
be contrasted by acknowledging that the detailed morphological
agreement between snapshots of the model and Earth secular varia-
tion was worse than that between snapshots of the model and Earth
magnetic field itself (Aubert et al. 2013).

Our recent work has focused on inverse modelling and data as-
similation techniques (see Fournier et al. 2010 for a review) pro-
viding tools to quantify and interpret such discrepancies. Inverse
geodynamo modelling (Aubert 2013) images a fluid flow through-
out the core that accounts for the geomagnetic secular variation,
while being statistically compliant with a numerical dynamo used
as a prior model. It is an inverse technique, but also a modelling
technique because it can guide modelling choices in the following
way: a posterior assessment of the flow solution against the statisti-
cal behaviour of the numerical dynamo enables identification of the
shortcomings of the prior model; further modelling improvements
can then be evaluated against this benchmark. This strategy led us
to refine the existing dynamo models by including realistic mechan-
ical and thermochemical couplings between the Earth’s outer core,

inner core and mantle. The resulting coupled Earth dynamo model
(Aubert et al. 2013) successfully reproduces the details of Earth’s
magnetic field and secular variation up to the spatial resolution
available in geomagnetic field models. The model also highlights
mechanisms potentially responsible for the previously observed pe-
culiar morphology of the deep core flow (Pais & Jault 2008; Gillet
et al. 2009; Aubert 2013).

This study aims at advancing inverse geodynamo modelling in the
light of the recent progress made by geomagnetic field models and
numerical simulations. Areas of improvement over Aubert (2013)
are the following: (i) The framework is expanded in order to include
inversions for the internal magnetic and density anomaly fields, in
addition to the velocity field. (ii) The coupled Earth dynamo model
is used as a prior for the inversion, in order to best account for
the geomagnetic signal. (iii) The geomagnetic field model COV-
OBS is used in addition to models CM4 (Sabaka et al. 2004) and
gufm-sat-Q3 used previously. The posterior model covariance ma-
trices specified in COV-OBS can readily be used as prior data error
covariance matrices in the inverse geodynamo modelling frame-
work. (iv) Unknown sources affecting the secular variation signal
(the magnetic field and flow underparametrization, and magnetic
diffusion in Aubert 2013) are explicitly estimated and removed
from the data prior to core flow inversion, instead of being treated
as errors. The updated framework enables investigation of the core
dynamic state between epochs 1840 and 2010, roughly covering a
convective overturn of the core. This interval is appropriate for a
detailed analysis of the dynamics retrieved from the inverted core
states, and enables an assessment of the ability of current numerical
simulations to render this dynamics. Section 2 describes the numer-
ical dynamo models, geomagnetic field models and the inversion
technique. Section 3 presents the results, which are then discussed
in Section 4.

2 M O D E L S A N D M E T H O D S

2.1 Self-consistent models of core dynamics

The numerical dynamo model solves for Boussinesq convection and
magnetic induction in the magnetohydrodynamic approximation in
a spherical fluid shell between radii rICB and rCMB, with the present
Earth’s core aspect ratio rICB/rCMB = 0.35, which is coupled to an
electrically conducting solid inner core of radius rICB and to an in-
sulating mantle shell between radii rCMB and 1.83rCMB. The whole
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Earth’s core dynamics 1840–2010 3

system has a constant solid-body rotation rate � defining the plan-
etary rotating frame. As mentioned in Section 1, the precise model
setup is described in Aubert et al. (2013), and details on the model
equations, numerical implementation, definitions and values for the
dimensionless parameters can be found in Aubert et al. (2009) and
Aubert & Dumberry (2011). Two configurations are used (Table 1).
The coupled Earth dynamo (termed CE in the following) favours in-
direct coupling between the outer core and the mantle, via the inner
core, over direct coupling through the core–mantle boundary. Practi-
cally, this amounts to specifying no-slip and electrically conducting
boundary conditions at the inner core boundary, free-slip and in-
sulating boundary conditions at the core–mantle boundary, and a
gravitational torque remotely coupling the axially rotating mantle
and inner core. This configuration localizes strong westward outer
core thermochemical winds below the core–mantle boundary, and
the resulting magnetic field kinematics account for the main prop-
erties of the historical geomagnetic westward drift (Jackson et al.
2000; Finlay & Jackson 2003). Heterogeneous mass anomaly flux
boundary conditions are also adopted at both boundaries of the outer
core. The outer boundary condition models the effects of thermal
control from the lower mantle, while the inner condition models
the effects of thermochemical buoyancy release associated with a
longitudinal hemispheric modulation in inner core growth rate. The
ratio between the peak-to-peak inner boundary mass anomaly flux
heterogeneity and the mean flux is 0.8, corresponding to a differ-
ential inner core growth rather than a complete translation of inner
core material as initially proposed by Alboussière et al. (2010) and
Monnereau et al. (2010). The maximum of inner core buoyancy re-
lease is set at 90◦E, consistently with the expected effects of thermal
forcing from the mantle (Aubert et al. 2008). In addition to the CE
model, model G from Aubert et al. (2013) is also used. This model
retains indirect core–mantle inner core mechanical coupling but
does not implement heterogeneous thermochemical control from
the inner and outer core boundaries.

The dynamo models supply the core magnetic, density anomaly
and velocity fields in dimensionless forms. Re-scaling these quan-
tities into the dimensional world is an obligatory step for inver-
sion and data assimilation. Canonical physical units cannot be
used entirely in this step, owing to the large parameter space
gap between the numerical models and the Earth’s core. The
approach followed in earlier studies (Aubert & Fournier 2011;
Aubert 2013) is rather to rationalize this parameter gap by using
units underlain by scaling principles thought to hold in both the
model and the Earth’s core. The canonical length unit is used, the

non-dimensional shell gap D = rCMB − rICB being assigned the
value 2260 km. The non-dimensional secular variation timescale
τ sv of the model is assigned the Earth dimensional value 415 yr
(Lhuillier et al. 2011b), meaning that the physical time is obtained
by multiplying the non-dimensional model time with 415 yr and
dividing by the model non-dimensional value of τ sv. Likewise,
the non-dimensional, convective-power based scaling prediction
(Christensen & Aubert 2006) for the magnetic field amplitude in the
models is adjusted to the dimensional value [B] = (ρμ3

0 p2 D2)1/6,
where ρ = 11 000 kg m−3, μ0 and p are, respectively, the density,
vacuum magnetic permeability and convective power density in
the outer core. Finally, the density anomaly unit is set by match-
ing the non-dimensional model value of [C] = pτ sv/gCMBD, where
gCMB = 10 m s−2 is the gravity at the core–mantle boundary, to its
value in the Earth’s core. The convective power density p is obtained
by assuming that heat flow at the Earth’s core–mantle boundary is
presently exactly adiabatic, with a value Qad = 15 TW (Pozzo et al.
2012), and that the core does not contain radioactive elements (note
that the distribution of mass anomaly fluxes in the CE dynamo is
consistent with these choices). The present-day thermodynamic ef-
ficiency of the geodynamo is then ε = 0.2 (Aubert et al. 2009),
and the total geodynamo convective power is εQad = 3 TW, cor-
responding to a power density p = 1.78 10−8 W m−3. From this,
follow the values [B] = 1.81 mT and [C] = 1.03 10−5 kg m−3. It
should be noted that variations in p weakly influence the magnetic
field scale, as p enters the definition of [B] only to the power 1/3.
The inversion results are thus generally robust when a range of
possible present core thermodynamic states (Pozzo et al. 2012) is
considered, except for the density anomaly results which need to
be rescaled accordingly. Likewise, the uncertainty of ±50 yr re-
ported on the secular variation timescale (Lhuillier et al. 2011b)
also only weakly influences the inversion, as it mostly modifies the
non-dimensional secular variation data, but later cancels this modi-
fication when the non-dimensional velocity field is cast back to the
dimensional world.

2.2 Parametrized models of the geomagnetic field
evolution

A list of the geomagnetic field models analysed here is shown in
Table 2. The spline expansion for all models permits the computa-
tion of the secular variation or first time derivative of the main field,
which is the highest derivation order considered here. In the inver-
sions presented in Section 3, the field and its secular variation are

Table 2. Parametrized models of the geomagnetic field evolution. Data from all models are retained up to spherical harmonic degree and order 13,
both for the field B and its secular variation Ḃ. For models CM4 and gufm-sat-Q3 with unspecified error statistics, the error is evenly distributed
across spherical harmonic degrees, corresponding to flat Mauersberger–Lowes spectra at the Earth’s surface. The last column reports the integral rms
error at the Earth’s surface, which is set consistently with the error observed in COV-OBS at similar epochs.

Model Time span Spline order Knot spacing Regularization / prior Error model

COV-OBS (Gillet et al. 2013) 1840–2010 4 2 yr AR2 stochastic temporal
process with satellite-era
variances

Supplied single-epoch
posterior covariance matrices

CM4 (Sabaka et al. 2004) 1960–2000 4 2.5 yr Squared surface Laplacian in
space, second-order time
derivative (core–mantle
boundary)

B: 2 nT, Ḃ: 2 nT yr−1

gufm-sat-Q3 (Finlay et al. 2012) 2000–2010 6 0.25 yr Quadratic in space,
third-order time derivative
(core–mantle boundary)

B: 1 nT, Ḃ: 1 nT yr−1
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4 J. Aubert

considered at discrete single epochs corresponding to nodal points
in their spline expansions, and retained up to spherical harmonic
degree and order 13. The ensemble of models provided by COV-
OBS enables computation of posterior covariance matrices for the
field and secular variation coefficients (Gillet et al. 2013). These
are extracted at nodal single epochs for use in the inversion frame-
work as prior error covariance matrices. In the case of gufm-sat-Q3
and CM4, which are not supplied with an error model, the errors
of individual field and secular variation coefficients are evenly dis-
tributed among spherical harmonic coefficients in such a way that
they correspond to flat energy spectra at the Earth surface (simi-
larly to Aubert 2013, see levels in Table 2). Errors on different field
coefficients are additionally assumed to be independent, yielding a
diagonal error covariance matrix.

Most of the results presented here are obtained with COV-OBS,
because of its large time span and modelling assumptions specifi-
cally targeted at the study of core dynamics. However, as the tem-
poral resolution of this model is quite coarse in the satellite era,
the high temporal resolution of gufm-sat-Q3 is also a benefit. More
generally, it is instructive to interpret and assess the robustness of
the results obtained here in the light of the different regularization,
modelling and error model choices adopted in CM4, gufm-sat-Q3
and COV-OBS. Indeed model COV-OBS is constructed using regu-
larization which may arguably be seen as weaker than those adopted
for gufm-sat-Q3 and CM4. The spatial regularization of these latter
models is of quadratic type (but they penalize different derivation
orders in space), while COV-OBS only specifies a prior individual
variances for the Gauss coefficients following prescriptions from
the gufm-sat series of models. The temporal regularization is CM4
and gufm-sat-Q3 are prescribed by penalizing the second and third
derivative of the magnetic field, respectively, while COV-OBS rep-
resents an ensemble of stochastically generated field models satis-
fying an a priori specified time correlation function, in this case an
autoregressive, order 2 (AR2) process. This approach yields typi-
cal Earth surface secular acceleration (second field time derivative)
energies twice stronger in COV-OBS than in the other models. The
inverse geodynamo modelling results presented in Section 3 pro-
vide elements to discuss the realism of the resulting COV-OBS error
covariance matrices.

2.3 Inverse geodynamo modelling framework

The implementation of inverse geodynamo modelling follows on
the concepts introduced in Aubert & Fournier (2011) and Aubert
(2013). The principle is to seek the most likely core state (in the
least-squares sense) accounting for the core field and secular vari-
ation data, while being statistically compliant with the output of
a numerical model of the geodynamo. The retrieval of a full core
state from surface data is performed by taking advantage both of
physical laws linearly connecting observed and unobserved quanti-
ties of the system, and of long-range statistical correlations existing
between these quantities (see Aubert & Fournier 2011 for a detailed
discussion of the nature of these correlations).

2.3.1 Numerical geodynamo statistics

Multivariate statistics are first extracted from the three models CE
and G. For each model, a preliminary numerical run of the model
is performed and n = 800 complete snapshots of the model state
are stored, the spacing between each snapshot being set to 100 yr.
This is three times larger than the typical e-folding time (Lhuillier

et al. 2011a) of these models, which is about 30 yr, thus ensuring
statistical decorrelation of the snapshots. A complete model state
vector at time ti writes (superscript Tr denotes the transpose)

x(ti ) = [Slm(r j , ti ), Tlm(r j , ti ), Wlm(r j , ti ),

Zlm(r j , ti ), Clm(r j , ti )]
Tr, (1)

and contains the complex values of the spheroidal and toroidal com-
ponents S and T of the velocity field u, the poloidal and toroidal
components W and Z of the magnetic field B and the convective den-
sity anomaly field C, for each harmonic degree and order l, m on
the nodes j of the radial grid used by the numerical implementation.
In the following, all fields in the state vector are statistically centred
by removing their corresponding time average computed over the
preliminary run, and normalized to unit variance by dividing them
with the standard deviation computed over the preliminary run. For
reasons of computational efficiency, and because the data available
up to spherical harmonic degree and order 13 cannot reliably con-
strain a very high-resolution core state (Aubert & Fournier 2011),
the state vector is truncated at spherical harmonic degree and order
30 (the maximum degree is 133 in the numerical simulation). The
full extent of the radial resolution of the numerical computation is
however retained, amounting to 160 radial levels in the outer core
and 25 radial levels in the inner core.

A magnetic state vector is defined as

xB(ti ) = [Wlm(r j , ti ), Zlm(r j , ti )]
Tr
0≤r j ≤rCMB,l≤30. (2)

Note that the magnetic field inside the electrically conducting inner
core is included in the state vector. The corresponding covariance
matrix is computed using

XB = [xB(t1), xB(t2), . . . , xB(tn)],

PB = 1

n − 1
XBXB

′, (3)

where the prime denotes the transpose complex conjugate. Fol-
lowing the same procedure, a core surface velocity state vector is
defined as x f s(ti ) = [Slm(rCMB, ti ), Tlm(rCMB, ti )]Tr

l≤30 and the corre-
sponding covariance matrix P f s is computed (see fig. 3 in Aubert
2013 for a graphical representation). Note that the dynamo models
use a free-slip boundary condition at the outer boundary; the free
stream is thus exactly located at radius rCMB. A full velocity state
vector is also defined as

xu(ti ) = [Slm(r j , ti ), Tlm(r j , ti )]
Tr
rICB≤r j ≤rCMB,l≤30, (4)

with its corresponding covariance matrix Pu. Finally, a density
anomaly state vector augmented with the core surface flow velocity
is introduced as

xC (ti ) = [Clm(r j , ti ), Slm(rCMB, ti ),

Tlm(rCMB, ti )]
Tr
rICB≤r j ≤rCMB,l≤30, (5)

with the corresponding covariance matrix PC . Augmenting this last
state vector enables a simple formulation for the density anomaly
direct problem (see eq. 13).

2.3.2 Inversion procedure

A data vector b = [B p
lm(rCMB)]Tr

l≤13 is first constructed and contains
the core surface poloidal main field output from a geomagnetic
field model. The data vector is then transformed in the same way
as described above, that is, by removing the mean and normalizing
by the standard deviation of the corresponding dynamo model field
over the preliminary run. The inversion first estimates the magnetic
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Earth’s core dynamics 1840–2010 5

field throughout the core up to degree and order 30 from the surface
poloidal magnetic field data up to degree and order 13, and the
statistics provided by PB . The direct problem writes

HBxB = b. (6)

The operator HB bears the classical form of observation operators
used in this context (see, e.g. eq. 22 in Aubert 2013), consisting of
entries equal to 1 when the quantity is observed and zeros otherwise.
The best linear inverse (also called stochastic inverse, Aubert &
Fournier 2011; Fournier et al. 2011) is expressed as

xB = PBHB
′(HBPBHB

′ + RB)−1b, (7)

where RB is the error covariance matrix on surface magnetic field
coefficients, as supplied by model COV-OBS, or as prescribed a
priori for other geomagnetic field models (see Table 2). Note that
this step purely relies on the long-range statistical correlations ex-
isting in the model between the surface and deep magnetic fields.
Note also that it enables estimation of the small-scale part of the
surface magnetic field (between harmonic degrees 14 and 30) by
relying on the correlations existing in the spectral space between
different harmonic degrees at the same harmonic order of the sur-
face magnetic field (see Aubert & Fournier 2011 for a detailed
description). In the real space, these correlations translate into core
surface magnetic flux patches generally elongated in the latitudinal
direction. Note also that this step permits to compute an estimate of
magnetic diffusion at the core surface, since the radial derivatives
of the radial magnetic field are accessible. Typical estimations of
magnetic diffusion and small-scale magnetic field are illustrated in
fig. 4 of Aubert (2013).

The second step is an inversion of the magnetic induction equa-
tion at the core surface. This equation writes

∂B

∂t
= ∇ × (u × B) + η∇2B. (8)

Here, η is the magnetic diffusivity of the core fluid. At each single
epoch, eq. (8) is linearized to yield the direct problem for the core
surface flow:

Mx f s = ḃ + c. (9)

Here, ḃ = [∂ B p
lm(rCMB)/∂t − η∇2Wlm(rCMB)]Tr

l≤13 is the vector
containing the core surface poloidal secular variation output from
a geomagnetic field model, corrected with the above estimate of
core surface magnetic diffusion, and again normalized using the
standard deviations from the numerical dynamo model. The matrix
M contains the Elsasser and Adams-Gaunt coupling integrals (see
section 2.2.1 in Aubert 2013 for details) between unknown flow
coefficients, and known field coefficients, up to degree and order
30. The core surface magnetic field coefficients used in M are the
output of the previous step (eq. 7), following the data within the
specified error if the degree is less or equal than 13, and entirely
resulting from the previous inversion if the degree is between 14 and
30. The vector c arises in the formulation because x f s is statistically
centred. It contains the product of M with the time average of x f s

over the dynamo model preliminary run (this vector is present in
eq. 10 below but omitted afterwards for simplicity). The best linear
inverse is

x f s = P f sM
′(MP f sM

′ + RḂ)−1(ḃ + c). (10)

Here, RḂ is the error covariance matrix on surface secular varia-
tion coefficients, as supplied by model COV-OBS, or as prescribed
a priori for other geomagnetic field models (see again Table 2). This
step thus combines the knowledge of a physical law connecting the

core surface magnetic field, secular variation, and velocity field, to-
gether with statistical knowledge used to reduce the non-uniqueness
of the solution to the direct problem (9). The explicit estimation of
magnetic diffusion and underparametrization enable a single-pass
inversion at this step, a practical improvement over Aubert (2013)
where the inversion was iterative.

The third step is the retrieval of the velocity field throughout
the core. Here, again the scheme takes advantage of the long-range
correlations existing between surface and deep flow, owing to the
leading influence of the Coriolis force, and giving rise to a columnar
organization of the flow on timescales much shorter than the ones
considered here (Jault 2008). The direct problem writes

Huxu = x f s, (11)

where Hu is a flow observation operator (eq. 22 in Aubert 2013),
similar in form to HB . The best linear inverse is

xu = PuHu
′(HuPuHu

′)−1x f s. (12)

In the final step, the time-average density anomaly field through-
out the core is estimated by assuming long-range correlation with
and linear dependency on the time-average core surface velocity
field. The rationale underlying these assumption is based on the
existence of a thermochemical wind balance (e.g. Aubert 2005) lin-
early connecting the density anomaly field to the velocity field, and
on the strong correlations (already invoked above) existing between
the deep and surface velocity fields. If x f s denotes a time-average
velocity field obtained with the previous inversion procedure re-
peated throughout the time span of a geomagnetic field model, then
the direct problem for the time-averaged augmented state vector xC

is formulated as

HC xC = x f s. (13)

The observation operator HC is again a sparse matrix similar in
form to HB or Hu. The best linear inverse is

xC = PC HC
′(HC PC HC

′)−1x f s. (14)

In the present inversions, the trade-off between fit to the data and
spatial complexity is not controlled by damping norms of adjustable
strength, but rather by compliance to the covariance matrices sup-
plied by the numerical dynamo prior. Furthermore, the inversions
are taken at single epochs corresponding to nodal points of the geo-
magnetic field models spline expansions. In that sense the temporal
regularity of the sequence of inverted states is then controlled by that
of the geomagnetic field model. Avoiding temporal regularization in
the inversions also enables an a posteriori check where the inverted
flow variations are compared to variations typically observed in a
free run of the prior numerical model.

The present framework admittedly deals with errors in an opti-
mistic way. The inversion (10) neither accounts for the errors on
the main magnetic field (from the geomagnetic field model or the
small-scale estimation) built into matrix M, nor does it include the
errors on the magnetic diffusion estimation. Note however that in-
cluding these errors would be equivalent to treating the problem
as in Aubert (2013). Likewise, coupling between field and flow at
harmonic degrees larger than 30 is not considered in eq. (9) (this
presumably has a negligible effect on the determination of flow up
to degree 13). The synthetic experiments presented in the next sec-
tion provide arguments in support of this optimistic error treatment.
Furthermore, the chain of inversions (10,12,14) would require prop-
agation of the posterior errors of former problems as prior errors in
latter problems. This has not been done here for simplicity and will
be implemented in a future step.
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6 J. Aubert

Table 3. Recovery quality of known synthetic core states, evaluated for a sequence of model
CE comprising 86 snapshots with 2-yr spacing in time. The inversion scheme uses the statistics
of the same model as that used to produce the synthetics (twin experiment). Core-surface
magnetic field and secular variation data are extracted up to spherical harmonic degree and
order 13. The error model adopted for the synthetic data is the same as that adopted for
geomagnetic model gufm-sat-Q3 in Table 2. (a) Vector correlation coefficients and pointwise
recovery factors (as defined in Amit et al. 2007) between the reference core surface velocity
field and the field recovered using the inversion scheme. Also reported are the normalized prior
and posterior misfits �Ḃ and �fs (see text for definitions). The reported values are averages
over the 86 realizations of the twin experiment. See table 2, second experiment in Aubert (2013)
for comparison. (b) Vector correlation coefficients computed throughout the core between
the reference and recovered fields. Results are averages over the 86 realizations of the twin
experiment. For the density anomaly field, the result of a single experiment estimating the
170-yr time-average density anomaly field from the time average of recovered velocity fields is
also reported. In order to remove a bias towards optimistic results, the axisymmetric part of the
density anomaly field is removed prior to computation of the correlation coefficients.

(a) Recovery of core surface flow snapshots
Correlation coefficient
(degree 30, degree 13)

Pointwise recovery factor
(degree 30, degree 13) �Ḃ �fs

0.51, 0.73 0.47, 0.62 0.85 0.76

(b) Recovery of deep fields

Field Time span
Correlation coefficient
(degree 30, degree 13)

Density anomaly field C 170-yr average 0.66, 0.73
Velocity field u Snapshots 0.46, 0.64
Magnetic field B Snapshots 0.40, 0.54
Density anomaly field C Snapshots 0.43, 0.53

2.4 Validation

One can question the ability of the scheme to retrieve, from surface
data only, a known synthetic core state obtained with the same
numerical model as that used to build PB, P f s, Pu and PC . This
forms the basis of ‘twin’ experiments, the results of which are
presented in Table 3. Table 3(a) reproduces the diagnostics presented
in table 2 of Aubert (2013). The flow recovery quality is improved
with the present scheme, as witnessed by the higher correlation
coefficients and pointwise recovery factors. Furthermore, the prior
misfit (or normalized data misfit)

�Ḃ = 1

NB

√(
ḃ − Mx f s

)′
R−1

Ḃ

(
ḃ − Mx f s

)
, (15)

where NB = 195 is the number of degrees of freedom in the sec-
ular variation data expanded up to spherical harmonic degree and
order 13, evaluates the quality of the inversion fit to the data (0
is optimal, 1 is statistically acceptable). This fit is markedly better
with the present inversion scheme, first because �Ḃ is lower than in
Aubert (2013), and also because the error level entering �Ḃ is itself
also reduced to the sole observational error. Likewise, the posterior
misfit

� f s = 1

2Nm

√(
x f s

′P−1
f s x f s

)
(16)

evaluates how much the inverted flow deviates from the model time
average (1 is optimal, 0 is statistically acceptable). Here, Nm = 960
is the number of degrees of freedom of each of the two compo-
nents of the core surface velocity field, expanded up to spherical
harmonic degree and order 30. Using the updated inversion scheme,
this misfit is brought closer to 1, corresponding to a more energetic
inverted flow with better statistical compliance with the inversion
prior. In summary, the explicit estimation of the core–mantle bound-
ary small-scale magnetic field and magnetic diffusion in eqs (9) and

(10) appears to bring valuable additional information to the inver-
sion, although their recovery quality is admittedly only of average
quality (respective correlation coefficients 0.47 and 0.40).

Turning now to the recovery quality of internal fields (Table 3b),
the best result is obtained with a 170-yr time average of the density
anomaly field. The recovery of the deep velocity field is satisfactory
but inferior to that of the surface velocity field, especially when
smaller scales are considered. The recovery of the internal magnetic
field is of average quality, an expected result since this inversion
solely relies on statistical correlations, in contrast to the robust
physical equilibria underlying the recovery of the velocity and time-
average density anomaly fields. An average recovery quality is also
obtained when one attempts to retrieve density anomaly snapshots
instead of time averages using eq. (14). In that case indeed, magnetic
and inertial forces perturb the thermochemical wind balance. In that
regard, the twin experiment results show that the averaging time of
170 yr available in COV-OBS appears sufficient to mitigate their
influence.

One can also question the ability of the scheme to retrieve the
actual state of the Earth’s core, which is quite remote in parameter
space from the numerical model. To address this second concern,
it should first be recalled that the determination of the whole core
flow relies first on the core surface magnetic induction eq. (9), and
then on the leading influence of the Coriolis force. Likewise, the
determination of the whole core time-average density anomaly field
(eq. 14) relies on the thermochemical wind equilibrium on core
overturn timescales. These physical equilibria are expected to hold
in a similar manner in the CE dynamo model and in the Earth’s core
owing to the realistic balances between the buoyancy, Coriolis and
magnetic forces maintained in this model at overturn timescales
(Aubert et al. 2013). In contrast, the determination of the deep
magnetic field may be more prone to prior dependency owing to
the lack of a clear linear relationship between the surface and deep
field.
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Figure 1. Mauersberger and Lowes energy spectra (black lines) of the main
magnetic field (MF, top) and secular variation (SV, bottom) from COV-
OBS in 1850 (left-hand side) and 2000 (right-hand side). Also shown are
the inversion residuals obtained with prior CE (red lines), together with the
typical data error levels (purple zones) prescribed by COV-OBS. These error
levels are obtained by summing the diagonal variances in RB and RḂ . In
the lower panels corresponding to the secular variation, the spectra of the
estimated magnetic diffusion η∇2Wlm(rCMB) are also reported (green lines),
together with the spectra of fit residuals to the secular variation Mx f s − ḃ
(red lines). The frozen-flux misfits to the secular variation data in dashed
blue lines then correspond to Mx f s − ḃ − η[∇2Wlm (rCMB)]Tr

l≤13.

3 R E S U LT S

Fig. 1 presents the fit quality of the inversion to the surface geo-
magnetic data from COV-OBS at epochs 1850 and 2000. The fit
to the surface magnetic field is satisfactory in 1850, with a residue
below the data error. The same fit is notably worse in 2000, as the
residue exceeds the specified data error after degree 8. Interestingly,
the opposite picture is obtained with fits to the secular variation: the
fit residue on secular variation data in 1850 exceeds the specified
error at large scales (degrees lower than 10), while the fit residue
in 2000 lies within the specified error. Further quantification of the
fit quality can be obtained in Fig. 2, showing the normalized misfit
(or prior misfit) to the secular variation data �Ḃ , together with the
corresponding misfit to the magnetic field data �B defined as

�B = 1

NB

√
(b − HBxB)′ R−1

B (b − HBxB). (17)

Here, the core surface poloidal magnetic field data expanded up
to spherical harmonic degree and order 13 again have NB = 195
degrees of freedom. The normalized misfit to main field data �B ob-
tained with models G and CE is close to 1 for COV-OBS throughout
1840–2000, indicating a satisfactory fit within the specified errors,
and then rapidly increases towards values of about 4. In contrast, in
the case of gufm-sat-Q3 and CM4 the normalized misfit indicates
close to perfect adjustment of the inverted surface field to the data.
This striking difference arises from error cross-correlation between
field model coefficients, rather than from the difference between
the actual values of these coefficients. Indeed, removing the non-
diagonal terms in the matrix RB prescribed by COV-OBS yields a fit

Figure 2. Normalized misfits to the data (prior misfits) �B (top) and �Ḃ
(bottom, see text for definitions), obtained by inverting models COV-OBS,
gufm-sat-Q3 and CM4 with priors CE and G. A misfit of 1 (dashed grey
line) denotes an acceptable fit (0 is optimal).

to data comparable to the results of gufm-sat-Q3 and CM4, both of
which use a diagonal error covariance matrix. Conversely, adopting
the COV-OBS error statistics for the inversion of gufm-sat-Q3 or
CM4 yields results similar to those obtained with COV-OBS.

The misfit to the secular variation �Ḃ decreases in an oscillatory
manner from values of about 1.5 in 1840 to values close to 1 in 2010.
In the general situation of a model with some level of incompatibility
with the data, a decreasing level of data error (as specified by COV-
OBS as time advances) should yield increasing data misfits. The
fact that the opposite long-term trend is observed is encouraging,
because it shows that the CE dynamo model secular variation is
compatible with the most reliable (most recent) part of COV-OBS.
It also suggests that while the secular variation errors specified for
the most recent part of COV-OBS appear to be appropriate, the error
specification for the earliest epochs may be optimistic. Turning to
the decadal oscillations in �Ḃ , the local misfit peaks are caused
by known rapid surges in the secular variation energy at the Earth
surface (see, e.g. fig. 26 in Jackson & Finlay 2007), which is where
the data errors are specified. An examination of COV-OBS indeed
yields local maxima in Earth surface secular variation energy at
epochs 1868, 1914, 1950, 1978 and 2010, which roughly coincide
with the peaks obtained in �Ḃ . Finally, comparing the quality of fits
to the main field and its secular variation, it appears that the latter is
notably better than the former in the satellite era (2000–2010). This
is another hint that error cross-correlations in the COV-OBS main
field are optimistic in this era.

Fig. 3 illustrates the temporal evolution of the fit to individual
secular variation Gauss coefficients. Consistent with Fig. 2, the fit
to secular variation data at all scales is not optimal at the beginning
of the observatory era, and later improves. Between 1960 and 2000,
large scales of the secular variation appear to tightly follow the
data, while smaller scales such as g5

10 appear to be more driven
by the prior model, owing to the large uncertainty specified for
these coefficients. In that case, the fitted evolution shows weaker
variability against the choice of input geomagnetic field model.

Fig. 4 presents a statistical evaluation of the prior model ability to
produce the state required by the data. The most relevant fields for
this analysis are the core–mantle boundary magnetic field and fluid
flow, as they sit closest to where the data are available. The evaluation
is best formalized using the normalized deviation to model time
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8 J. Aubert

Figure 3. Time derivatives of the geomagnetic potential Gauss coefficients
gm

l (as defined, e.g. in Finlay et al. 2010b). Shaded regions represent the
±1σ error range of the geomagnetic field models, and solid curves indicate
the inversion fit to these models. See also fig. 5 in Gillet et al. (2013) for
comparison.

Figure 4. Normalized deviations to model time average (posterior misfits)
�m (top) and �fs (bottom, see text for definitions), obtained by inverting
models COV-OBS, gufm-sat-Q3 and CM4 with priors CE and G. A misfit
of 1 (dashed grey line) denotes an optimal energy for the inverted state.

average (or posterior misfit) �fs, together with the corresponding
quantity for the main magnetic field

�m = 1

Nm

√(
xB

′P−1
B xB

)
rCMB

. (18)

Here, the core–mantle-boundary poloidal field coefficients ex-
panded up to spherical harmonic degree and order 30 have Nm = 960
degrees of freedom. The posterior misfit �m remains close to unity
throughout 1840–2010, and �fs increases towards unity in an oscil-
latory manner reminiscent of Fig. 2. This generally denotes statisti-
cal compliance between the model output and the state required by
the data, with best results obtained in recent epochs where the data
error is lowest.

Figure 5. Core surface flow (arrows, arbitrary scaling), superimposed on a
grey-scale map of the toroidal velocity scalar T(rCMB) measuring the amount
of local surface rotation, inverted in 2004 from model gufm-sat-Q3 and
prior G, using (a) the inversion procedure from Aubert (2013) which treats
underparametrization and magnetic diffusion as sources of error, and (b) the
present inversion procedure which explicitly estimates their contributions.

The updated core surface flow inversion procedure explicitly
computes the effects of magnetic diffusion and underparametriza-
tion (eqs 9,10 and associated discussion) instead of treating them as
sources of error, as previously done in Aubert (2013). Fig. 5 com-
pares the core surface flows obtained with the two approaches, using
the same data and numerical prior. The normalized data misfits are
similar, �Ḃ = 1.17 for the old method and �Ḃ = 1.18 for the new
method. However, as these misfits are normalized by the level of
data error, which is significantly lower in the updated scheme (com-
pare for instance the level of magnetic diffusion in green and data
error in red in Fig. 1, secular variation in 2000), this shows that
the new method explains a larger part of the data. The change of
inversion technique does not affect the large-scale flow pattern, but
adds a reasonable amount of small-scale flow complexity, resulting
in better compliance with the prior as the posterior misfit for the new
inversion is �fs = 0.88, in contrast with �fs = 0.46 for the old inver-
sion. The impact of explicitly estimating underparametrization and
magnetic diffusion is thus arguably beneficial, as it explains more
of the data while not dramatically increasing the flow complexity.

The flows obtained with the updated inversion scheme display
the same dominant organization in columns parallel to the rota-
tion axis as those previously obtained (see, e.g. fig. 12b in Aubert
2013). A further quantification is provided here by computing the
ratio S/A between the energy contained in equatorially symmetric
and antisymmetric components of the core surface flow (Fig. 6).
The equatorially symmetric part strongly dominates the antisym-
metric part, to the point that inverted flows generally show a signifi-
cantly higher S/A ratios than the prescription of the numerical prior
used of the inversion. Similar results have been obtained by Gillet
et al. (2011), suggesting that the secular variation is best fitted by
equator-symmetric flows. Here, such flows consist of a superimposi-
tion of convective columns and equator-symmetric thermochemical
wind patterns. It is worthwhile noting that the influence of equator-
asymmetric thermal mantle control in prior CE diminishes the S/A
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Earth’s core dynamics 1840–2010 9

Figure 6. Ratio S/A of equator-symmetric to equator-antisymmetric com-
ponent energies in the core surface flows inverted with priors CE, G and
geomagnetic field models COV-OBS, gufm-sat-Q3 and CM4. The dotted
lines locate the ratio between the average symmetric and antisymmetric
energies of the numerical priors.

ratio of inverted flows (compare results with prior CE and prior G),
but still yields high equator symmetry.

Figs 7 and 8 present key steps of the flow and magnetic field
evolution between 1840 and 2010, inverted using prior CE and ge-
omagnetic field model COV-OBS. From epoch 1870 onwards, the

surface core flow (first column) displays a typical conveyor-belt
structure with strong, equatorial westward drift beneath the At-
lantic, consistent with numerous previous inversions (see review in
Finlay et al. 2010a). The underlying azimuthal flow (second col-
umn) is generally westwards, with eccentric (Pais & Jault 2008;
Aubert 2013) shape from 1870 onwards. The core flow evolution
is marked by the rapid emergence of strong convective columns
most visible around epochs 1914, 1970 and 2006, generally in
the Eastern hemisphere (0◦E–180◦E), suggesting higher activity
in this region. These epochs have been identified above as epochs
of high secular variation energy at the Earth’s surface, and high
data misfit �Ḃ (Fig. 2). The westward eccentric gyre also reflects
this behaviour, with localized bursts of westward flows within the
main gyre structure at the same epochs. The radial velocity struc-
ture (third column) is the superposition of small-scale convective
columns and a larger scale hemispherical flow, corresponding to
an upwelling in the Eastern hemisphere and a downwelling in the
Western hemisphere. Intensity bursts also occur in the radial ve-
locity field at the same epochs and locations as for the azimuthal
velocity field and core surface flow. The magnetic field structure

Figure 7. Evolution of flow and magnetic field structures between 1840 and 1944, as imaged from prior CE and the COV-OBS geomagnetic field model. First
column: core surface flow (arrows, arbitrary scaling), superimposed on a grey-scale map of the toroidal velocity scalar T(rCMB) measuring the amount of local
surface rotation. Second column: maps of the azimuthal velocity in the equatorial plane (blue is westwards). The half-circles inside the inner core indicate
the orientation of the inner core buoyancy heterogeneity (red is excess buoyancy). Third column: maps of the radial velocity in the equatorial plane (red is
outwards), overplotted with a rendering of magnetic field lines where the line thickness is proportional to the local magnetic energy.
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10 J. Aubert

Figure 8. Evolution of flow and magnetic field structures between 1970 and 2010, as imaged from prior CE and the COV-OBS geomagnetic field model
(continued from Fig. 7, see figure caption for column definitions).

displays concentrations of azimuthal field at low latitudes, consis-
tent with observations from the direct simulation of the CE model
(Aubert et al. 2013). These magnetic images show a connexion with
the flow upwelling images, with existence of large low-latitude flux
tubes beneath the core–mantle boundary in the Eastern hemisphere,
where upwelling is broad and strong, and smaller flux loops in the
Atlantic hemisphere (−90◦E to 90◦E), coinciding with the smaller
scale vorticity pattern. In the Atlantic hemisphere also, strong radial
magnetic flux is found between up- and downwellings, and connects
with core–mantle boundary magnetic flux patches at low latitudes,
consistently with a mechanism of flux expulsion (Bloxham 1986),
where radial motion distorts near-surface azimuthal magnetic flux
to form radial flux, which then connects to the surface because of
diffusion through the magnetic boundary layer.

Equatorial maps of density anomaly averaged over the last 170 yr
are presented in Fig. 9. These maps show a striking hemispheri-
cal dichotomy between the Eastern and Western hemispheres, with
most of the buoyancy in the east. As such a dichotomy is built into
prior CE, it is not surprising to see it emerging as an inversion
result. In order to assess the data origin of this pattern, prior G is
also used, which does not contain any longitudinal buoyancy hetero-
geneity. The hemispherical pattern is not sensitive to the change of
prior, providing the first observational confirmation that buoyancy

Figure 9. Equatorial maps of convective density anomaly (red is lighter
fluid) imaged from model COV-OBS and priors G, CE, and averaged over
1840–2010. When present, the half-circles inside the inner core indicate the
orientation of the inner core buoyancy heterogeneity (red is excess buoyancy,
a black circle means no inner core buoyancy heterogeneity).

originating from the inner core is higher in the east, corresponding
to faster inner core freezing there. This also suggests that convective
translation of the inner core should proceed from east to west (if it
exists). As already discussed in earlier studies (Aubert 2013; Aubert
et al. 2013) this conflicts with the hypothesis made in Monnereau
et al. (2010) and Alboussière et al. (2010) but is in agreement with
the expected effects of thermal mantle control (Aubert et al. 2008).
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Figure 10. Absolute values of the inverted single-harmonic core surface
flow toroidal coefficients T 0

1 (rCMB) and T 1
2 (rCMB), normalized by their cor-

responding standard deviations in the numerical dynamo prior.

The evolution of the surface signature of the eccentric gyre can
be further analysed (Fig. 10) by examining posterior normalized de-
viations for the single-harmonic toroidal flow coefficients T 0

1 (rCMB)
and T 1

2 (rCMB), respectively, accounting for the westward and ec-
centric character of the surface conveyor-belt pattern. These are
obtained by normalizing the absolute inverted values of these coef-
ficients by the corresponding standard deviations of the numerical
dynamo prior, and behave similarly as posterior misfits while fo-
cusing on a single harmonic component. The posterior normalized
deviation for T 0

1 (rCMB) shows well-identified peaks centred at 1906,
1948, 1974 and 2006, another indication of the energy surges un-
dergone by the core flow. As mentioned above, these epochs again
roughly coincide with surges in Earth surface secular variation en-
ergy. No such signal is found in the posterior normalized deviation
for T 1

2 (rCMB), showing that the gyre undergoes rapid fluctuations in
its zonal intensity but not in its hemisphericity. A long-term increase
in the posterior normalized deviation for T 1

2 (rCMB) is however clear,
which presumably reflects the increase in data quality, and suggests
that the absence of eccentricity observed in 1840–1870 (Fig. 7) is
a data effect. Posterior normalized deviations for the hemispherical
flow T 1

2 (rCMB) are also generally closer to 1 with prior CE than with
prior G, confirming that a buoyancy heterogeneity corresponding to
faster inner core growth in the east is beneficial to the reproduction
of the eccentric gyre (Aubert 2013; Aubert et al. 2013).

An important question is whether the gyre rotates azimuthally
due to self-advection, as hypothesized in Aubert et al. (2013) in the
analysis of the CE model. A rotation of the eccentric gyre is not
obvious from Figs 7 and 8, due to fluctuating local anomalies in the
gyre. A refined analysis can be performed by defining a gyre centre
weighted by the magnitude of the negative azimuthal velocity:

rG =

∫
S

ruϕ(1 − sgn uϕ)dS
∫

S
uϕ(1 − sgn uϕ)dS

. (19)

Here r, S and uϕ are, respectively, the radius vector, the surface of
the equatorial plane and the azimuthal velocity field. Tracking the
temporal evolution of the gyre angle, which is defined as the azimuth
of rG , one can assess whether the negative velocity structure moves
in the longitudinal direction. Fig. 11 presents the temporal evolution
of the gyre angle, obtained with priors G, CE and model COV-OBS.
As anticipated, the gyre angle significantly fluctuates with time, but
a linear regression gives a long-term trend with drift speed at about
0.1◦ yr−1 westwards, fully in line with the drift of 0.12◦ yr−1 (360◦

Figure 11. Gyre angle (solid lines, see text) as a function of time, for
inversions using priors CE, G and geomagnetic field model COV-OBS.
Linear regressions are presented as dashed lines.

Figure 12. Observed (orange curves) and predicted (other curves, see cap-
tion for the prior and geomagnetic field models used) changes in the length
of day (l.o.d.) between 1840 and 1990. Two observational models of the
l.o.d. are used: LUNAR97 (light orange, spanning 1832–1997, Gross 2001),
after removal of a linear trend of 1.7 ms per century and application of a
5-yr running average, and a model for 1958.5–2008.5 (dark orange) con-
structed by Gillet et al. (2009) based on data from Earth Orientation Centre,
Paris, and corrected for atmospherical angular momentum variations (see
reference for details).

in 3000 yr) obtained in direct simulation of the CE model (Aubert
et al. 2013). Note again that the observed gyre rotation appears to
be fairly robust to a change of prior. If data from the 19th century
is rejected, the obtained gyre drift reduces to 0.06◦ yr−1 westwards,
or half the predicted rate, with a standard error on the order of the
drift speed itself in the case of model G.

Observed variations in the length of day (l.o.d.) of core origin
can be compared to predictions from the inverted core flows (Jault
et al. 1988; Jackson et al. 1993). Using eqs (25,26) from Aubert
(2013) with the same values for the physical constants, the l.o.d.
evolution using prior CE is computed in Fig. 12. Results in the ob-
servatory era are in line with those of several previous authors [see
fig. 5 in Holme (2007) and fig. 9 in Finlay et al. (2010a)]: predicted
and observed changes in the l.o.d. strongly disagree until 1900,
and the sharp observed drop of the observed l.o.d. in 1910 appears
to be delayed by about 10 yr, respectively, to the predicted l.o.d.
drop. Later in the 20th century, the predicted and observed l.o.d.
changes show better synchronization, and the agreement becomes
good from 1970 onwards, both in amplitude and shape, although
inversions performed with COV-OBS tend to slightly overpredict
the l.o.d. changes throughout 1840–2010. As expected, the pre-
dicted l.o.d. signal correlates well with the variance pattern of the
T 0

1 (rCMB) normalized core surface flow coefficient (Fig. 10), with
sharp l.o.d. drops being located at the epochs identified above of
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Table 4. Flow variation timescale τflow (see text) for flows inverted with
prior CE and different geomagnetic field models (first three rows), and
for a free direct numerical run of the CE dynamo (last row, velocity field
truncated at harmonic degree 30 for consistency with inverted flows).
Time derivatives are evaluated by centred finite differences, with spacing
between points corresponding to the nodal spacing of the geomagnetic
field models, or with an equivalent spacing for the numerical dynamo
run (first column). The evaluation of τflow is performed both for the full
velocity field (second column) and for its axisymmetric component (last
column).

Model Spacing (yr) τflow (full, yr) τflow (axisym., yr)

COV-OBS, CE 2 10.1 18.5
gufm-sat-Q3, CE 0.25 13.0 27.9
CM4, CE 2.5 10.8 22.4
Direct CE run 2 23.7 64.9

rapid intensification of the deep westward flow, particularly after
1910 and after 1970 (Figs 7 and 8).

Having explored the compatibility of the prior model with the
main field and secular variation data, it is important to check the
ability of this model to correctly account for the secular acceleration
of the magnetic field, which does not enter the inversion. Equiva-
lently (Christensen et al. 2012), one can look at the variations of the
core flow, and more specifically to the flow variation timescale

τflow =
√

Ku/Ku̇ . (20)

Here, Ku and Ku̇ are, respectively, time averages of the kinetic
energy of the core surface flow, and of the kinetic energy of its
time derivative. As previously shown by Christensen et al. (2012),
this timescale corresponds to that of low degree magnetic secular
acceleration. Table 4 shows that the value τ flow ≈ 10 yr obtained
for the inverted core surface flows is on the same order of magni-
tude as that obtained in a direct numerical run of the CE dynamo
model. Note however that τ flow is about twice longer in the nu-
merical run than in the inversions, and three times longer when
only the axisymmetric velocity is considered. The reference case
in Christensen et al. (2012) has parameters similar to the CE dy-
namo model (although the boundary conditions differ), and yields
τ flow ≈ 8 yr, in better apparent agreement with the values of τ flow

derived from the geomagnetic field models. Note however that the
difference arises from the fact that τ flow in Christensen et al. (2012)
is computed using the full velocity field spectrum (doing the same
here yields τ flow = 12.1 yr), while the velocity field is truncated here
after spherical harmonic degree 30 in order to provide a meaningful
comparison with the inverted flows.

4 D I S C U S S I O N

In this study, inverse geodynamo modelling has been extended to
provide whole core inversions for the three unknown physical fields
characterizing Earth’s core dynamics (the velocity, density anomaly
and magnetic fields), at single epochs where the main magnetic field,
its secular variation and their error statistics are supplied by geomag-
netic field models. Concerning the velocity field, a direct estimation
of the effects of underparametrization and magnetic diffusion has
enabled specification of error levels reduced to the sole observa-
tional errors, at the expense of a stronger level of confidence being
placed on the prior. This yields sharper core surface flow images
(Fig. 5) which explain a larger part of the data while maintaining a
level of complexity within the statistical bounds of the prior. The
data request highly equator-symmetric core surface flows (Figs 6,

7 and 8), and the deep core flow estimations confirm the presence
of largely axially invariant (columnar) flows, superimposed on ax-
ially variable, but mainly equator-symmetric thermochemical wind
contributions. Furthermore, it has been shown that linear estimation
of the deep density anomaly field is best performed as a time av-
erage, an averaging time of 170 yr (roughly a convective overturn)
appearing sufficient. While the estimations of the velocity and den-
sity anomaly fields are supported by robust linear equilibria thought
to hold both in the numerical prior model and in the Earth’s core,
the estimation of the deep magnetic field from its surface signature
solely relies on statistical grounds as the linear relation between the
two is elusive. This is arguably one of the weaknesses of the updated
framework presented here (Table 3), as it is probably more sensitive
to a prior change than the inversions for the velocity and density
anomaly field.

The compatibility between the data and the prior numerical
model, within the error bounds specified for COV-OBS, or pre-
scribed a priori for gufm-sat-Q3 and CM4 (Table 2), is generally
good, as confirmed by the analysis of prior (Fig. 2) and posterior
(Figs 4 and 10) misfits. The fact that such a compatibility is obtained
using an admittedly optimistic treatment of errors in the inversion
framework reinforces the general confidence that can be placed both
in the CE dynamo and in the error specification of the geomagnetic
field models, while emphasizing a few areas of significant disagree-
ment: Anomalously high misfits to the magnetic field are witnessed
when inverting model COV-OBS at epochs 2000–2010, and high
misfits to the COV-OBS secular variation are observed in 1840–
1870. Since the CE model manages to provide satisfactory fits at
other epochs, this suggests that the corresponding portions of the
COV-OBS error covariance matrices may be optimistic.

The temporal evolution of the inverted states provides a coherent,
dynamically consistent description of the secular evolution of the
geodynamo, and confirms a number of mechanisms observed in
a direct run (Aubert et al. 2013) of the CE dynamo model. The
planetary-scale, eccentric westward columnar gyre appears to be
present from 1870 onwards, throughout much of the time span of
COV-OBS (Figs 7 and 8). Its absence in the earliest epochs can
reasonably be attributed to the large errors initially affecting the
data (Figs 1, 3 and 10). Slow westward drift of the gyre itself has
been put in evidence (Fig. 11), with a drift speed consistent with
the prediction made by the CE dynamo model. Intensity surges in
the zonal part of the gyre (Fig. 10) accurately account for observed
variations in the length of the day from 1970 onwards (Fig. 12),
while the agreement is degraded for earlier epochs, in a way very
similar to various results obtained by earlier methods [compare
Fig. 12 with fig. 5 in Holme (2007) and fig. 9 in Finlay et al.
(2010a)].

It is not surprising that inverted deep magnetic field structures
(Figs 7 and 8) are similar to those observed in a direct numerical
simulation of the CE dynamo model, since they are presumably
strongly controlled by the prior. It is nevertheless interesting that
they display an apparent dynamic consistency (e.g. magnetic flux
winding around vortices) with the inverted flow structures. Also of
interest is their azimuthal distribution and how they connect with
radial magnetic flux patches at the core–mantle boundary. Low-
latitude azimuthal magnetic flux concentrations are present below
the core–mantle boundary in the Eastern hemisphere, where they
appear to be pushed by the broad core flow upwellings there. In
the Atlantic hemisphere, a smaller scale intermingling of columnar
vortices and magnetic flux loops containing significant radial flux
underlies the equatorial, westward-drifting core–mantle boundary
flux patches. This configuration is consistent with the hypothesis
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of azimuthal magnetic flux expulsion previously proposed for the
physical origin of these patches (Bloxham 1986; Christensen &
Olson 2003; Aubert et al. 2013).

The 170-yr time-average maps of density anomaly (Fig. 9) high-
light a longitudinal hemispheric buoyancy distribution, with signif-
icantly higher buoyancy in the Eastern hemisphere. This has been
shown not to be an effect of the specification of the CE prior, since
a similar map is obtained using an inversion prior without any pre-
scribed longitudinal buoyancy anomaly. This buoyancy distribution
is consistent with fast emergence of convective columns predom-
inantly in the Eastern hemisphere (Figs 7 and 8) during phases of
intense secular variation. Both results arguably provide strong obser-
vational support to faster inner core freezing in the east, possibly as
a consequence of thermal mantle control (Aubert et al. 2008). Such
a configuration likely strongly influences the convective translation
of the solid inner core, should the inner core density stratification
conditions be favourable to its appearance. In order to be consis-
tent with such a buoyancy pattern, inner core translation should
then proceed from east to west. It has also been shown (Fig. 10)
that prescribing an inner core buoyancy anomaly compatible with
a such translation (as done in the CE dynamo model) improves
the inversion fit to the hemispherical part of the core flow.
Finally, the imaging reveals a longitudinal phase shift of about
60◦ between the pattern of density anomaly (Fig. 9) and the gyre
(Figs 7 and 8), consistent with the kinematics of an hemispherical
thermochemical wind.

The inversions show that the CE dynamo model generally cor-
rectly accounts for the main field and secular variation data through-
out 1840–2010. Concerning the magnetic secular acceleration and
the associated core flow variations, it has also been shown (Fig. 4)
that the flow variation timescale τ flow deduced from the inversions
is on the same order of magnitude as that of a free run of the CE
dynamo. This point is interesting because the secular acceleration
data are not injected in the inversion, and because the inversion is
not regularized in time, meaning that no further dynamic constraint
has been applied in addition to the constraints present in the geo-
magnetic field models used as input. As these constraints are fairly
weak in the case of the COV-OBS model, this confirms the earlier
suggestion (Christensen et al. 2012) that a part of the short timescale
variability of the geodynamo is correctly approached by the current
generation of numerical simulations. This part presumably relates
to convective fluctuations, and other important components of this
variability are obviously missing, as witnessed by the fact that τ flow

is a few times longer in the numerical model than in the Earth. The
scaling analysis presented in eqs (18) and (21) of Christensen et al.
(2012) suggests that a better match could be obtained from a model
with magnetic Reynolds number about twice the value used here.
A value Rm ≈ 2000 is not unrealistic given the recent estimates
of the core electrical conductivity (Pozzo et al. 2012). Obtaining
a better agreement between inverted and simulated values of the
flow acceleration timescale however does not necessarily mean that
the underlying physics is completely accounted for. Indeed several
key timescales in the model are not short enough (Table 1): the
Alfvén time is similar to the core overturn time (i.e. too long by a
factor 100) and the rotation rate of the planet is on the order of a
few years (i.e. too long by a factor 3000 roughly). Bringing these
timescales towards more realistic values appears as an important
challenge for our understanding of Earth’s core dynamics, because
the short timescale features presently observed in the inversions
have been connected to surges in the Earth surface secular variation
energy and because they probably also connect to the mechanism

through which geomagnetic jerks occur (Olsen & Mandea 2007;
Chulliat et al. 2010). One way of better assessing the part of the
geomagnetic signal which is accounted for by the current numerical
geodynamo models is to initialize a simulation with an inverted
core state from the past, and compare its subsequent forward inte-
gration with data and with core states inverted at later epochs. This
will be the topic of a forthcoming study. This should enable error
quantification for typical forecasts of the future geomagnetic field
evolution, and should also provide a basis of reflexion towards sim-
plified modelling strategies that could account for the unexplained
part of the signal.
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